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  1. What is the principal element in the alloy of bronze?

Nickel

Zinc

Copper

2. What is the name of the archeological period when bronze was the hardest metal in widespread?

Golden Age

Bronze Age

Silver Age

3. Which age had came right after the Bronze Age?

Iron Age

Copper Age

Golden Age

4. What is the percentage of copper in the typically modern bronze?

25%

78%

88%

5. How many forms of bronze were commonly used in the Bronze Age?

Three forms

Four forms
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Two forms

6. Which bronze contain a significant quantity of lead?

Plastic bronze

Silicon bronze

Bismuth bronze

7. Which bronze is sometimes used in light reflectors and mirrors?

Bisumth bronze

Phosphor bronze

Plastic bronze

8. Which bronze is used for making ship's propellers, musical instruments, and electrical contacts?

Phosphor bronze

Aluminium bronze

Bismuth bronze

9. What is the percentage of tin used in the casting of classic bronze?

10%

1%

15%

10. Initially, what was the bronze made of?

Arsenic

Copper and arsenic

Copper and zinc
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Right answers

  1. What is the principal element in the alloy of bronze?
  Copper
  2. What is the name of the archeological period when bronze was the hardest metal in widespread?
  Bronze Age
  3. Which age had came right after the Bronze Age?
  Iron Age
  4. What is the percentage of copper in the typically modern bronze?
  88%
  5. How many forms of bronze were commonly used in the Bronze Age?
  Two forms
  6. Which bronze contain a significant quantity of lead?
  Plastic bronze
  7. Which bronze is sometimes used in light reflectors and mirrors?
  Bisumth bronze
  8. Which bronze is used for making ship's propellers, musical instruments, and electrical contacts?
  Phosphor bronze
  9. What is the percentage of tin used in the casting of classic bronze?
  10%
  10. Initially, what was the bronze made of?
  Copper and arsenic
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